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Abstract 
If X E M,(K), the set of n × n matrices over a field, define To(X)= tr(X't). A 
"preserver" of T a is a linear map f :  M , (K )~ ~I,(K) with: tr(f(X) a) = tr(X a) for 
every X. A transformation is "standard" if it lies in the group generated by maps of the 
types: (1)conjugation by something in GL,,(K); (2) transpose; and (3) multiplication by 
a scalar dth root of unity. If d > 2 and d! :p 0 in K, O'Ryan-Shapiro (M. O'Ryan, D.B. 
Shapiro, Linear Alg. Appl. 246 (1996) 313-333) proved that every preserver of T 't is 
standard. Guralnick (R.M. Guralnick, Linear Alg. Appl. 212/213 (1994) 249-257), using 
methods of algebraic group theory, extended this to infinite fields of characteristic p > 0. 
When d = l+p"', he fc_~.d a fourth type of TO-preserver: (4).I~(X)= X + 2(trX), 
where 2 e K satisfies n2 a + ).a-I + 2 = 0. Call a transformation "2-standard" if it is the 
group generated by the standard maps together with these f,.'s, if they exist. 
Theorem. Suppose K is a fieM of characteristic p with IKI > d > 2. ~j d is nat of the Jorm 
p" or 2p'", then eveo' preserver of T a is 2-standard. O 1999 Elsevier Science inc. All 
rights reserved. 
Ko, words." Trace forms; Linear preservers 
1. In t roduct ion  
Suppose K is a field and X E M,, ~ K), the set of n × n matrices over K. Then 
the trace tr(X) is a linear form in X and T't(X) = tr(X d) is a homogeneous form 
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of degree d in X. Which linear transformations f "  ~,,(K) ---, M,,(K) preserve 
this form Td? Such a "preserver" f satisfies 
tr(f(X) d) = tr(X d) for every X E M,,(K) 
There are a few standard examples of maps f which preserve these trace forms 
T d. These are 
(1) The conjugation map CQ for any Q E GL,(K). Here, c~(X) = QXQ -1. 
(2) The transpose map r(X) = X T. 
(3) Scalar maps ILo(X) = aX where a E K. 
Of course a scalar map/~,, preserves Ta if and only if a a = 1. A transformation 
is called standard if it lies in the group generated by mappings of these three 
types. The Skolem-Noether theorem implies that all the automorphisms and 
anti-automorphisms of bll,,(K) are standard. 
If d = 1 or 2 then there are many non-standard preservers of the trace form 
T d. However if d > 20'Ryan-Shapi ro  [6] proved that most of the preservers, 
are standard. 
Theorem 1 (O'Ryan-Shapiro). l f d > 2 and d! ¢ 0 in K then every preserver of  
T a on M,,(K) is standard. 
In that proof the number d! often appears in denominators: the situation 
where K has characteristic p ~< d is not analyzed. 
Recently Guralnick [2] used methods of algebraic group theory to obtain 
interesting new results in linear algebra. In particular he extended the above 
theorem to inlinite fields of any characteristic. When K has characteristic p > 0 
and d = 1 + p", he found a fourth type of preservers of the trace form Ta: 
(4) Maps .I).(X) = X + 2(trX), where 2 E K satisfies n~. '~ + 2 't-~ + 2 = 0. 
These maps are investigated below, starting from the search tbr preservers 
which fix the space si,,(K) of trace zero matrices in IM,,(K). Let us call a 
transformation 2-standard if it is an element of the group generated by the 
standard mappings of ~,,(K) together with these.f~'s, if they exist. Here is our 
main result. 
Theorem 2. Suppose K is a fieht with IK > d > 2. I f  d is not of  the form 
l ¢'' or 21¢" where p is the characteristic o f  K, then every linear map on ~./O,,(K) 
which preserves the trace.form T 't is 2-strmdard. 
The main step in the proof of this improved theorem is Guralnick's result 
about invertible preservers. 
Theorem 3 (Guralnick). Let K he an infinite fieM and let X he a subset ol'M,,(K) 
consisting of  finitely many GL,(K) orbits under conjugation. Assume that X does 
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not cousist entirely q/ scalar matrices. /fCp: ~,(K)~ ~,,,(K) is a bijective 
linear map with ~p(X) c_ X, then q) must agree with some standard map on sl,,(K). 
Guralnick [I] proved this result using the theory of algebraic groups, de- 
ducing it from his calculation of all the algebraic overgroups of PSL,(K) acting 
on ~,,(K). In the present work we assume this general theorem. 
2. Large fields 
Several preliminary lemmas lead to the search for preservers which fix 
sl,,(K). 
Lemma 4. &tppose char(K) = p > 0. l.f A E g/~,,(K) then tr(A p) - (trA) t'. Then j" 
preserves T~t (f and only {['Jpreserves Td. 
Proof. Suppose the eigenvalues of A are ,;.i . . . .  ,2,, (not necessarily distinct), in 
"P and the lemma follows some extension field. Then At' has eigenvalues 2~' . . . . .  z,,
since the trace equals the sum of the eigenvalues. IYl 
Since there are non-standard preservers of the trace lbrms T ~ and T 2 this 
Lemma provides examples of non-standard preservers of T d whenever 
d = p" or 2p". Provir, g Theorem 2 by induction on tL Lemma 4 also shows 
that we may assume that d : /0  in K, tbr otherwise pld and we may replace d by 
a/p. 
[ Lqtil further notice, we assume K is an infinite tield. Some of the arguments 
here will go through whenever [K[ > d, but we will ignore that case until the 
end of the section. 
Lemma 5. Suppose f is a Ihwar preserr:'r of T d on b{,,(K) ~rhere d > 2 and d ¢ 0 
#1 the #~nite.h'eM K. Then 
tr(XU-RY)=tr(l '(X)'t- lf(Y)) foreveryX. Y E ~.:(K). 
Proof. By hypothesis tr(X d) = tr(/'(X)a). Therefore for every X, Y E ~,,(K) 
and s.t E K we have 
7 " " )d tr((sX + tY )  '1) - t r ( ( . j (A ) + t.f(~') /. 
This is a polynomial expression in s and t. Since K is infinite this equation holds 
for matrices over the polynomial ring K[s, t]. The lemma follows by equating 
the coefficients af sa-~t. D 
We also need some basic properties of the bilinear trace form. 
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Lemma 6. fl(X, Y)= tr(XY) is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form fl on 
M,(K). Relative to this form, (Sin(K)) ± = K. 
Proof. Clearly fl is symmetric and bilinear. Nondegeneracy means: if 
tr(XY) = 0 for every Y E M,,(K) then X = 0. This is easily checked using 
Y = Eij (the matrix with l in the (i,j)-position and zeros elsewhere). The form fl 
on V = ~,,(K) then induces an isomorphism of V with its dual space. Then for 
any subspace W c_ V, dim(W ±) = dim(V) - dim(W). In our situation, 
dim((sl,,(K) 1) = l, and the equality follows. I--1 
To prove that every preserver is bijective we invoke an old result on in- 
variant subspaees. 
Lemma 7. Suppose V c_ ~, (K)  is a linear subspace which is invariant (i.e. 
gVg -I = V for every g E GL,,(K)). I f  K = ~=2 assume further that n ~ 2. Then 
V = O,K, sln(K) or ~,a(K). 
Proof. This is a special case of a theorem of Kasch [3], who dealt with invariant 
additive subgroups of ~, (D)  where D is a division ring and n/> 2. The proof 
uses a direct matrix computation. Kasch's theorem has been generalized in 
various ways, with some references mentioned in Section 4 of Leep et al. [4]. 
D 
Lemma 8. Suppose f is a lhwar map on M,,(K) and f preserves the trace Jbrm T d 
for some d > 1. Then f is bijective. 
Proof. Suppose f (A)  = O. We hope to prove A = 0. From (5), tr(A d-! Y) = 0 for 
every Y, and (6) then implies Ad- I= O. If A is a scalar matrix this implies 
A = 0, so assume A is non-scalar. Lemma 5 also implies t r (Xd- lA)= 0 for 
every X, so that A E Ul  where U is the linear subspace spanned by all matrices 
X d-! in M,,(K). This space U is invariant and Ell = Edi -! is a non-scalar matrix 
in U. Therefore Lemma 7 implies U _3 sl,,(K) so that U ± c_ K. But then A is a 
scalar matrix contrary to assumption. 7] 
Lemma 5 implies that: if X a-I = 0 in M,(K) then tr(f(X) d-! f (Y ) )  = 0 for 
every Y. Since f is bijective (by (8)), the nondegeneracy of the trace form im- 
plies f (X )  d-I = O. If n < d we conclude: X nilpotent implies f (X )  nilpotent. 
Earlier work on preservers of nilpotent matrices proves that the restriction o f f  
to sl,,(K) must be standard. (See Pierce [7] for a survey of such results.) 
However to make this conclusion in the general case we invoke Theorem 2. 
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Lemma 9. The restriction o f f  to sin(K) is standard. Therefore we may assume 
that f (A )=A for eveIT A E sl,,(K). Let E = E,l be the matrix unit and 
B = f (E )  - E. Then 
f (X) = X + tr(X)B for  every X E ~,,(K). 
Moreover, tr(Ad-lB) = Of  or every A E sl.(K). 
Proof. As mentioned above, the map f preserves the set 
{X E ~,(K) :  X d-'  = 0}. This is a finite union of GL,(K) orbits and does 
not consist entirely of scalar matrices (since d > 2). By Theorem 3 (due to 
Guralnick) the restriction o f f  to sl,,(K) must coincide with some standard map 
g. But then g-1 o f is a preserver of T d which acts as the identity on sl,(K), and 
g-l o f  is standard if and only i f f i s  standard. Replacing f by g-l  o f ,  proves 
the first statement. Since~a ........ tr(.¥)EE sl,,-tK) we obtain f (X ) -  tr(X)f(E) 
= X - tr(X)E and the stated formula is clear. Apply the identity in (5) when 
2" = A to find tr(A d-! (f(Y) - Y)) = 0 for every Y. 1--1 
Lemma 5 also implies that such a preserver f satisfies: f (X )  d - I -  X d - l - -  
scalar. This is certainly interesting but does not seem useful in the proof, and 
will not be used in the sequel. 
Which standard maps fix sl,,(k)? For one example suppose n = 2 and 
f (X )  = X - tr(X). This is a standard map since f (X )  = _:.~.~:DV:~l where 
[°, 1 P= -1 0 " 
Moreover f (X )=-X*  where X* is the classical adjoint, satisfying 
XX* = det (2"). 
Lemma 10. Suppose a standard map f on ~n(K)  fixes sin(K). I f  f is not the 
identity then n = 2 and f (X)  = X - tr(X). This map preserves theJorm f a if and 
on ly / f ( - l )d  = 1 in K. 
Proof. A straightforward calculation with the matrix units. 
( -1)  a = 1 holds in K iff either d is even or char(K) = 2. D 
Note that 
Proposition 1 t. Suppose d > 2 and d ¢ 0 in the infinite fieM K. I f  f preserves Ta 
on ~,,(K) and fixes sin(K) then there exists 2 E K such that f = j).. That is, 
f (X )  = X + 2tr(X)for every X. 
Proof. From (9), f (X )  = X + tr(X)B. We hope to prove B is a scalar matrix, so 
suppose B is not scalar. We noted in (9) that tr(Ad- lB)= 0 for every 
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A E sl,,(K). Then t r (Ad- IQBQ- I )=O,  for any Q EGL , (K ) .  Therefore 
A d-I E W ± where W is the subspace spanned by all the conjugates QBQ -1. 
Since B is not scalar, (7) implies that W _~ sl,,(K) so that W ± c_ K. Then A d -1 is 
a scalar for every A E sl,,(K). This is nonsense if n > 2 since the diagonal matrix 
A = diag(l, - 1 ,0 , . . . ,  0) is in sl,,(K). For the remainder of the proof we assume 
t/ "-- 2 .  
Since A - '=-det (A)  for every A E sl,.(K), the condition Ad-~E K implies 
that d is odd. There exist A E sl2(K) with Ad- I# O. Then W z ¢:O and 
W = sl,,(K), which implies that tr(B) = 0. If Q E GL,,(K) the conjugation map 
c o is standard and the map fo_ = co o f  o c~ l preserves Td and fixes sl:(K)~ Since 
fo (X)  = X + tr(X)QBQ -I we may replace f by an appropriate .f~ to assume 
that B is in Rational Canonical Form. Since B is not scalar and tr(B) = 0, this 
canonical form is 
I ° B= 1 0 




-~- I  I 
# + + l)s] 
f (x)= 0 I 
and "tr(.f(X) 't) = ~,t + !. The value tr(X a) is harder to compute here, but if 
det (X) = 0 then tr(X a) = (trX) a, since the trace is the sum of the two eigen- 
values. Then if ~#-1  in K let ~=-~/ (~+1)  and deduce that: 
~,i + 1 = tr(. /(Ay) = tr(X a) = (trX) 't = (~ + 1) J. Since K is intimte we obtain 
t 't + l = (t + 1) in the polynomial ring K[t], but a comparison of the coeffi- 
cients of t yields the contradiction d = 0 in K. I-1 
So far we have found that every non-standard preserver of T a must be some 
.I~. Which of these maps do preserve the form T't? We begin that analysis after a 
lemma about binomial coefficients. 
Lemma 12. Let x be an &determOtate over K, afield of  characteristic p > O. Let n 
be a positive integer. 
(1) (x + 1 )" = x" + I in K[x] i f  and only if  n =pm for some m. 
(2) ~ir + 1 )" = x" + x "-I + x + 1 in K[x] /f and only i f  n = 1 + p" jbr some m. 
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Proof. If n = p"s where firs, then (x + 1)" = (x p" + 1) ~ = x" + sx"-~ +. . .  + 1. 
This settles (1). The other one follows similarly using n -  I = p"s. Observa- 
tions of this type can be stated in terms of binomial coefficients (mod p) and go 
back at least to Lucas [5]. 71 
Lemma 13. Suppose char(K) = p > 0 and d = 1 + pro. Suppose 2 E K. The map 
f i  preserves T d on ~, , (K)  i f  and only i f  n2 a + 2 d-I + 2 = O. This is equivalent o: 
either n ~ 0 in K and (1 + n2) d = 1, or n = 0 in K and 2 d- ! = -2 .  
Proof. From (12), (x + y)d __ x d jr_ xd_ly -I- x)//-i -I- yd for x, y in any commu- 
tative K-algebra. Therefore f; doreserves T d if and only if for every 
X ~ ~,~,(dK), 0 = tr((X + 2tr(Xi) -X  d) = tr (2tr(X)X d-' + (2tr(X)) - X + 
(2tr (X)) )  = 2tr (X)t r (X d-l)  +,~2 d-I + n; / ) ( t r (X) )  . The stated formula fol- 
lows since tr(X d-i) = (tr(X))-1 by (4). Since n d-I =n  in K, we obtain: 
( l+n2)d=l+n2+n2 d - l+n 22d which equals 1 if and only if n (2+2 d-1 
+n2 d) = 0. This is equivalent to the previous condition provided n ~ 0 in K. If 
n = 0 in K the previous formula becomes 2d-! -- -2.  Note that f;.(l) = l + n2. 
[2 
Finally we must prove that if./) is a preserver then d has that special form. 
As before the hardest case occurs when n - 2. 
Proposition 14. Stq~po.ve d > 2 am/d  ~ 0 #1 the infinite ./ieht K. The map ./i 
preser~,es T d on ~,,(K) t.'/' ami only ([! either 2 =0;  or 2 - - l ,n  = 2 am/ 
( - - l )d= I #t K; or d = 1 + p"' where char(K) = p, attd n2 d + 2 't-t ~- 2 -0 .  
Proof (¢=). Use (10) and (13). (~)  Suppose j). preserves/.a nd; .  :/: 0. From 
(9), tr(,4 d-l) ~ 0 for every A E sl,,(K). Suppose n > 2. By (13) it remains to 
prove that d has the form l + p". If a E K use A = diag(I, a, -a  - l, 0 , . . . ,  0) 
• - l )d= l so that to seed-that) 1 ad-! + l -- - ( -a - l )  d-I In particular, ( )d- I  
(a + 1 - -a  d-!  + 1. S ince K is infinite we obta in  (x + 1 = x a--! + I in 
the polynomial ring K[x]. Then char (K)=p>0 and (12) implies that 
d-  1 = pm for some m. 
Suppose n = 2, the only remaining case. Apply the condition 
tr(fi.(X) d) = tr(X d) to X = diag(x,y) to obtain 
((1 -k 2)x + 2y) d + ()~x + (1 + 2)y) d = x 't +yd. 
Since K is infinite this identity is valid in the polynomial ring K[x,.v]. We may 
assume 2 ~: 0 and divide by 2 d to obtain 
(cx + y)d + (X +cy)  d = (C-- 1)d(x d + yd) in K[x,y], 
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where c = (1 + 2)/2 E K and c # 1. 
By (8) f~. is bijective, so that 1 + 22 # 0 and c # -1 .  If c = 0 then 2 = -1  
and the identity implies: ( -1)a = 1 in K. This case is allowed in the statement 
of the proposition, so we may assume c #- 0. 
Claim 1. char(K) = p > 0 and pl(d - 1). 
At this point we have c-# 0, 1 , -  !. Comparing various coefficients in the 
identity above, we obtain: d(c d-t + c)  - -  0 and 
d)  (ca_ 2 4- C 2) = 0. 
2 
Since d # 0 and c # 0 in K we obtain: c 'i-: = 
2) ¢o 
- ! .  If 
= c d-2 - -1 ,  yielding the contradiction c 2 = 1. There- in K as well, then -c  2 
fore d(d - 1) = 0 in K so that char(K) = p > 0 and pl(d - 1). 
Claim 2. d = 1 +pm fo r  some m >t O. 
By Claim I we may express d - 1 = p"s where/~s and m >i 1. The goal is to 
prove s = I. To simplify things let q = pro. If a, b E K the binomial theorem 
implies 
i~j ~s 
I bqi + aq'b'H't). 
Therefore 
+ cqJ )xqi + l yqJ -~ ( cqi + cqj + l )xqi yqi + l ) . 
i+j=s 
Since q > I the monomials displayed here are distinct. If s > I, the term 
(i, j) = (I, s - 1 ) yields the equations 
O = c q+~ + d Is- ~ and 0=c q + c q<~- ~.  
Then c q+2 =c( -c  q¢.~-I!) =--cq(~-I~+l= cq which implies that c2= 1, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore s = 1, settling the claim, and completing the proof, i-1 
Proof of Theorem 2. We have proved Theorem 2 for every infinite field. 
Suppose K is a finite field with IKI > d > 2, and suppose f is a linear map on 
~,,(K) which preserves the trace form T d. The statement thatfpreserves T d is a 
polynomial condition of degree d in n 2 variables. Since IKI > d this condition 
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holds true for every extension field L2K.  (For if a polynomial 
g(xl , . . .  ,Xm) E K[xl, . . .  ,Xm] has degree ~< d in each variable and vanishes on 
K m then g = 0 as a polynomial, hence g(al,... ,an) for every a, ~_ L.) Therefore 
if L = K(t) is the rational function field, then fL is a linear map .nreserving the 
trace form T a on M]n(L). Since L is infinite Theorem 2 implies fL is A-standard. 
We must pull this down to f over K. 
Suppose fL is standard. We may replace f by f o z if necessary to assume: 
f i  = / t  aocQ for some aEL  with a d=l  and some QEGL, , (L) .  Then 
f ( l )  = f t ( l )  = a lies in Kand we may replacefby/~-i  to assume fL = c O. Then 
f is the restriction of c o, so it is an automorphism on ~,,(K). The Skolem- 
Noether theorem implies f is inner, so that f = Ce for some P E GL,(K) ,  
proving the claim. 
If fL is non-standard, Theorem 2 (applied to L) implies char (K) - -p  and 
either d ~-/Y" or 2p"' or 1 + p". In the first two cases there are no further re- 
strictions, so suppose d = 1 + pro. Then f i  is in the group generated by the 
standard maps and certain maps .f;. Again altering fby  ~ if necessary, we find 
that fL = 1,~ o c o o J). for some a E L with a d = 1, some Q E GLo(L) and some 
2 E L satisfying n2a+ 2a-~+ 2 = 0. Since L = K(t) is the field of rational 
functions and 2 E L is algebraic over K it follows that 2 E K. But then we may 
replace f by f o f / i  to assume .IL is standard. The previous case applies. V1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. We end this section with some re- 
marks about the group of preservers. 
Definition 15. 
Gn(K,d) = {preservers of T a on ~,,(K) which fix sin(K)}. 
L,,(K) = {all J~. on M,,(K)}. 
L,~(K) = {invertible elements in L,,(K)}. 
Define maps ~, ,T  : Ln(K) ~ K by .~(J).) = 3').(1) = 1 + n2 and .T(./~.) = 2. 
Proposition 16. (1) L~ (K) is a group, l f  n # 0 in K then ~: L~, (K) ~ K × . I f  n = 0 
in K then L,~ (K) = Ln(K) and .~: Ln(K) ~ K, the additive group. 
(2) Suppose [KI > d >.2 and d # 0 in K. Let p = char(K). Then G,,(K,d) is 
the subgroup of L,~(K) consisting of ailJ~ such that n). a + )a-I + 2 = O. l f  d is not 
of  the form 1 + p" theh either Gn(K,d) = {l}; or n = 2, ( - l  )a = l in K and 
Gz(K,d) - { l,f_l }. I f  d = 1 + p"' then either p{n anti G,,(K,d) is a cychc group 
of order dividing d; or pin then G,,(K, d) is t,n ~:p-vector space of dimension <~ m, of 
order dividing d -  1. 
Proof sketch. (1) Note that j~ o ~ = f~+l~-n~/J and that f~. is invertible if and 
only if 1+ n2 # 0. Direct calculation shows that ~ is a homomorphism. 
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Alternatively, note that 5e(jS.) = det (f~.), since the only eigenvalues for j). are I 
and 1 + hA. (2) Most of the statements follow from (11) and (14). Suppose 
d=l+pm.  If p{n then G,(K ,d )={f ; . :AEKand( l+n2)  a - - l}~{~tE  
K" ~p~+l ___: 1 }. This is a subgroup of the multiplicative group K × f3 IF~,,,, which 
is cyclic of order p',m _ 1. The exact size of the subgroup depends on K. If pin, 
then G,(K,d) ~- {2 E K:2 p" =-2} .  This is an Fp-linear subspace of the 
additive group K M IFp~m. UI 
3. Small fields 
If K is a small field the approach in Section 1 fails. In fact, even Lemma 5 
can fail to hold. One simple way to find a failure of Theorem 2 for small fields is 
to note that the trace form T d can equal T ~ or T-' for some large values of d. 
Proposition 17. Suppose K =~q is the field of q=pm elements. Let 
Sq(n) = l cm{q-  l ,q 2 -  l ,q  3 -  1,. . .  ,q"-- I} be the least common multiple. I f  
there exist positive integers c, j such that d ~ cqJ(mod sq(n)) then T a = T ~ on 
M,,(K). 
Proof. We will show tr(A a) = tr(A") for every ,4 E M],,(K). Suppose the 
characteristic polynomial factors as p..t(x)= gt(x)...g,.(x) for gi(x)E K[x] 
irreducible of degree mi. Let L, = K(0,) where 0i is a root of gi(x). Then 
tr(Aa) = ~i'J/],(lid) where T, = Tt,,/h. is the field trace. Since It, I = qm, _ I i s  a 
divisor of s,t(n ) we lind that 2",/"1 = ! whenever 0 # 2 E L;. Therefore 
T,(~ t) - Ti(0'/'t') = T,((r,:') for each i, and the result follows. E! 
For example, if d_= 1,2,q or 2q(modq2-1)  then T a=T t or T 2 on 
M.,([Fq). In these cases T a admits many preservers. 
The converse to (I 7) does not seem clear. We have been unable to prove it 
when n > 2. 
T 2 Suppose T a i,,~ not equal to T ~ or . Then can there be new types of pre- 
servers? A full classification does not seem easy, but we have found some ex- 
amples for the smallest case '~ 2 (0=,). 
Proposition 18. I rA  E ~2(~:2) then tr((! +A) a) =tr(Aa), for eveo' d. I f  
w' ~2([F2)-'~[F2 is any linear /imction with w( l )=0,  then the map 
.[I,.(A') = X + w(X) is a bijective l&ear preserver of T a ]'or every d. Some of 
these eight maps ,re not on our previous lists. 
Proof. The trace formula follows by checking the possible canonical forms for 
A. If the two eigenvalues are equal, both sides equal 0. If the eigenvalues are 0, 
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1 the equatio~l is easy. Otherwise A has characteristic polynomial x2 + x + 1 so 
that 1 +,4 = ,4 2. Then tr((1 + A) d) = tr(A 2d) = (tr(Aa)) 2 -- tr(Ad). The mapf i s  
a preserver since for any X either w(X) = 0 or w(X)  = 1. 
Could all of  these maps f~. be on our previous lists? I~, ::~,~ of  the maps J). are 
standard, because 2 --- 0 or 1, and (10) applies. Suppose f~, is on the previous 
list. Then f ,  = c e or Co_ o r for some Q E GL_,(IF_,). (The/t ,  term is omitted since 
f , , ( l )  = !.) S, tppose w(E!l) = 0. Then f (D)  = D for every diagonal matrix D so 
that Q commutes with ¢~.'But then Q must be diagonal and detQ --- 1 implies 
Q = 1. Therefore if.f,,, is not the identity or transpose map then it is not 2- 
standard. I-1 
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